
These  Are  the  Courageous
Doctors Who Fought the Covid
Farce and Paid the Price

by Armando Simón

“Cowardice asks the question, is it safe? Expediency asks the
question, is it politic? Vanity asks the question, is it
popular? But conscience asks the question, is it right? And
there comes a time when one must take a position that is
neither safe, nor politic, nor popular, but one must take it
because it is right.”  —Martin Luther King

Doesn’t it strike anyone as being in the least bit odd that
those health care workers (physicians, nurses, researchers)
who  have  gone  against  the  current  –  as  voiced  by  the
politicians, the network news and the CDC – regarding the
morbidity of COVID and/or the treatment against the virus,
have been subjected to a torrent of insults, to censorship,
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and even loss of jobs and/or certification – simply for doing
what health care workers have done throughout the centuries,
that  is,  giving  their  professional  opinions?  Meantime,  on
seeing  the  internet  mob  go  after  their  colleagues,  other
health care professionals have cowardly chosen to remain quiet
and let the grotesque COVID farce play out.

Since when is punishment the reaction to a doctor giving a
medical opinion?

Along  the  same  lines,  has  no  one  noticed  that  both  the
analysis, the prognosis, and the treatment regarding the virus
has been a total fiasco?

One cannot also help but be angry over the intense attacks at
doctors and nurses who are carrying out their professional
duty by disagreeing with the official dogma. What a contrast
from the start of the epidemic in early 2020 when they were
justly called heroes, when the lockdown citizens of Paris,
Rome, Barcelona and elsewhere for weeks would go out at night
on their balconies and applaud, and shout praise and songs of
gratitude  and  admiration  for  their  doctors  and  nurses  in
hospitals, many of whom were dying doing their duty!

Unless I am mistaken, I believe that this is the first time in
history that so many doctors and nurses have been threatened,
persecuted, censored and tormented for doing their job, or for
rendering a professional judgment. This contemptible behavior
has  been  by  leftist  hysterics,  by  journalists,  by  latte-
sipping cocaine-snorting celebrities and, incredibly, even by
some of their peers. Throughout, these Covidian tormentors and
slanderers – most of whom could not tell you the difference
between apoptosis and dendrites, but posturing as if they had
medical knowledge have been screaming – literally screaming –
against “disinformation” and “misinformation” being voiced by
dissenters being circulated in today’s samizdat, the internet.
Throughout, they have painted the dissidents as “ignorant,”
“dangerous,” “reckless,” “fascists,” “racists,” rarely stating



that  the  dissenters  were  health  care  professionals.  They
deliberately gave the impression that the unnamed dissenters
were  a  bunch  of  uneducated  yahoos  while  they  were
intellectually and morally superior. (In reality, it appears
that the group of people most likely to be hesitant in getting
a vaccine is one with Ph.Ds.).

And, throughout the pandemic of propaganda, the ones who have
been shouting, “Follow the Science!” loudest in the past few
years  like  NPCs  are  the  most  anti-scientific  cohort.  One
cannot help but be angry again over the misrepresentation of
science by these buffoons. Even Aaron Rodgers, a football
player,  knows  this  when  he  said,  “If  science  can’t  be
questioned  it’s  not  science  anymore,  it’s  propaganda,  and
that’s the truth.” No true scientist has ever said that “the
science is settled,” or “don’t question the science” on any
topic. Not since the Creationists’ antics has anyone dragged
the name of science through the mud.

The irony is that it is the dissenters, whether they be the
nurses, the doctors, the researchers and even some of the
laymen, are the ones who have been doing the real science.

Early in the beginning of the panic pandemic, I wrote that the
overreaction  to  the  disease  simply  did  not  make  sense.
Something  didn’t  add  up.  Here,  I  digress  momentarily:  in
scientific experiments, studies and trials, it is a standard
procedure to have a representative sample of the population at
large to determine the effect/prevalence of x. Obviously, a
pathogen cannot be given to healthy people. However, in early
2020  the  passengers  and  crew  in  a  cruise  ship  in  Asia
contracted  the  Wuhan  virus  and  they  were  not  allowed  to
disembark anywhere. I said representative, but the passengers
were not representative of the population in so far as they
were mostly geriatrics. So, the cruise ship should have been a
floating coffin. Yet, out of out of 3,711 passengers, only
seven died (301 infected had symptoms, 318 had no symptoms).



By early summer 2020, it was patently obvious to any rational
person  that  there  had  been  an  overreaction  and  many  were
openly questioning the logic of the measures being taken,
particularly the drastic “temporary” lockdowns “to flatten the
curve,” which were modeled after the authoritarian Chinese
government’s reaction. Nonetheless, the panic was being fanned
by the politicians and the media hivemind, embraced by the
gullible, some of whom proclaimed it as the Black Death. Since
then, the dissidents have steadily increased over time – as
has the scorn and attacks leveled on them.

Note: the Pfizer and Moderna injections are not vaccines.
Vaccines introduce an inert pathogen into the body in order to
create  antibodies.  What  passes  for  “vaccines”  are  gene
therapy. But for the sake of a flowing narrative, they will be
referred to as “vaccines” in this article.

Far from being yahoos, the physicians have been deliberately
ignored, or conversely demonized, by the propaganda outlets
and  censored  in  various  social  media.  It  is  important  to
emphasize  all  of  these  physicians  made  their  declarations
based  on  their  firsthand  clinical  experience  or  published
medical research. I will now cite them and their statements on
covid, masks, lockdowns, morbidity, and vaccines, one by one,
precisely because they have been censored, and because of the
repercussions they have endured.

Throughout, keep in mind that the survival rate for covid is
99.95%, regardless of the impression that the media gives.

Early,  in  the  beginning  of  the  epidemic,  Prof.  Hendrik
Streeck,  director  of  the  Institute  of  Virology  at  the
University Hospital in Germany, said COVID-19 did not spread
as easily as people were told.

Dr.  Steven  LaTulippe’s  license  was  revoked  by  the  Oregon
Medical Board over his refusal to wear a face mask.

Dr. Ramin Oskoui: “Herd Immunity is how all pandemics end.



Whether it’s induced by the use of vaccine or not. Under the
age of 60 this virus acts as a prototype of the coronavirus
vaccine. It makes you a little bit ill and you move on.” And:
“The reality is never in human history have we locked down a
whole society. You quarantine the sick. You quarantine the
vulnerable. You don’t shut down the whole country. What he
[Fauci]  is  suggesting  is  scientifically  antithetical  and
unsubstantiated. I’m shocked that this man has any sort of
podium anymore. He’s been wrong so many times.”

Drs. William Briggs and Jay Richard: “We’re dealing with a
fairly  unremarkable  coronavirus  or  infectious  agent.  It’s
real. It kills people. We’re not denying that, but it’s fairly
unremarkable,  historically.”  In  their  book,  “The  Price  of
Panic,” they reveal that a teenage girl came up with the 6-
foot social distance idea, adopted – against the advice of an
epidemiologist. (Scott Gottlieb, the former commissioner of
the FDA, admitted the social distance idea was “arbitrary in
and of itself,” noting that “nobody knows where it came from.”
It  would  be  more  interesting  to  learn  how  it  became
automatically  accepted.)

Several  doctors  attended  the  “White  Coat  Summit”  in
Washington,  D.C.,  to  dispel  the  misinformation  and  myths
surrounding the coronavirus. For attending this meeting, and
for advocating the use of the drug hydroxychloroquine as a
cure, Dr. Simone Gold was fired from her position after 20
years  as  an  emergency  room  physician  in  two  hospitals.
Squarespace, which had originally posted the summit, censored
it. One year later, another White Coat Summit was held (it was
noted that, incredibly, no autopsies had been performed). When
you  view  the  summit,  notice  the  calm  deliberation  of  the
message, which contrasts with the usual hysterical reporting
in the propagandistic television networks and radio that are
still going. Later, Dr. Gold was visited by a SWAT team with
weapons drawn, who broke down her door.

Dr. Dan Erickson and Dr. Artin Massihi held a local press



conference in California to discuss some of the anomalies that
they had witnessed and experienced regarding the disease and
the government’s reaction to it. “Something else is going on,”
they said, which has nothing to do with COVID. Their calm
presentation of the facts and their skepticism of the official
dogma and measures taken was a welcomed one, but some of the
journalists’ tone of voice were hostile. At any rate, the
video  was  uploaded  to  YouTube  and  there  was  an  immediate
frantic censoring of it, whereupon someone else would upload
it again. This went on several times and it resembled the
arcade game of Whack-A-Mole. The video went viral, anyway,
ultimately finding a safe place elsewhere. Many months later,
the original video was allowed to resurface in YouTube. The
Washington Post attacked their reasoning and facts and upheld
the official dogma.

In May 2020, more than 500 doctors urged the president to end
the lockdowns. Here it is in 2022 and various cities, states
and countries are still enforcing lockdowns. Australia, in
particular, has become a gigantic prison. The doctors, the
science, have been ignored by the political authoritarians and
their propaganda outlets.

Dr. Marc Siegel stated, “We’re going to end up seeing a lot
more people die from the after effects from this virus than
from the virus itself if we don’t end the lockdowns now.”

Dr. Mike deBoisblank at John Muir Medical Center called for an
end to the lockdowns. In one month, he saw a year’s number of
suicides as a result of the lockdowns.

“My name is Dr. Jeff Barke and I’m here representing thousands
of  physicians  across  the  country  whose  voices  are  being
silenced because we don’t agree with the mainstream media and
the experts who are telling us what to do. Never in the
history  of  this  great  republic  have  we  quarantined  the
healthy. Never in the history of this great republic did we
tell churchgoers that it’s illegal for you to exercise your



First Amendment right of freedom of religion, yet at the same
time it’s essential to keep pot dispensaries open.”

Dr. Scott Atlas has been one of the most outspoken, fearless,
dissidents. He would often agree to be interviewed on Fox News
simply  because  all  of  the  other  networks  and  newspapers
actively turned their backs on him, and Twitter and YouTube
censored him. Atlas criticized lockdowns and reported that two
thirds of COVID-related deaths had six co-morbidities, and
hospitalized  children  may  have  had  COVID,  but  were  not
hospitalized because of COVID. He pointed out that there was
no scientific basis for closing schools, “It’s inexplicable to
not open the schools,” said Atlas. “It’s completely contrary
to  the  data  to  keep  the  schools  closed,  it’s  counter  to
science, it’s almost on the border of absurd to require a
limit in the schools.”

Atlas also brought up something that others have pointed out,
namely that science had become politicized: “The United States
is bizarrely denying the science,” adding that the country is
“denying  fact  and  this  shows  really  an  indictment  of  the
public  health  leadership  of  this  country.”  Vaccinating
children for COVID is immoral. He has further stated that he
was surprised that Fauci was not fired for incompetence. His
book is very revealing.

In Europe, 640 doctors joined to produce a video putting forth
the proposition that the COVID pandemic is a deliberate global
scam. YouTube promptly censored the video out of existence.

From early on, Dr. Brian C. Joondeph repeatedly lambasted the
media  for  its  panic  mongering  through  the  deliberate
falsifying  medical  facts.  In  other  words,  for  spreading
misinformation while bemoaning misinformation (i.e., anything
that contradicts the official dogma).

Dr. Harald Walach and colleagues published a research paper in
the prestigious JAMA, wherein they concluded that prolonged



use of masks by children was harmful rather than beneficial.
JAMA’s  Dr.  Dmitri  Christakis  and  Dr.  Phil  Fontanarosa
subsequently removed the research paper. (But why not do a
replication?)

Dr. Sunetra Gupta: “From the Sunday Times to The Guardian,
senior MPs to Owen Jones, commentators have been lining up for
months to pour scorn on my analysis.”

Nobel Prize-winning Michael Levitt was scheduled to be the
keynote  speaker  at  the  International  BioDesign  Research
Conference.  He  was  uninvited  for  having  signed  The  Great
Barrington Declaration and speaking out against the lockdowns.
In  true  Orwellian  fashion,  his  name  disappeared  from  the
program. And speaking of The Great Barrington Declaration,
more than 916,000 scientists and physicians have signed it
(all  of  them  ignorant,  uneducated,  irresponsible  fools,
according  to  the  propaganda  outlets  and  the  authoritarian
politicians).  And  if  you  have  not  heard  of  The  Great
Barrington  Declaration,  ask  yourself  …  why  not?

Yale epidemiologist Dr. Harvey Risch has stated, “Overall, I’d
say that we’ve had a pandemic of fear. And fear has affected
almost  everybody,  whereas  the  infection  has  affected
relatively  few.  By  and  large,  it’s  been  a  very  selected
pandemic, and predictable. It was very distinguished between
young versus old, healthy versus chronic disease people. So,
we quickly learned who was at risk for the pandemic and who
wasn’t. However, the fear was manufactured for everybody.”

Florida’s Surgeon General Dr. Joseph Ladapo stated, “I want
you guys to step back for a moment from what you hear, sort of
constantly, on TV, and just very briefly in terms of the data
that supports mask use in kids and mandates for masks in kids,
it is very weak, and that’s a fact. The data do not support
any  clinical  benefit  for  children  in  schools  with  mask
mandates.  The  highest-quality  data  find  no  evidence  of
benefit.”



Dr. Scott C. Miller’s license was suspended by the Washington
Medical  Commission  for  prescribing  ivermectin  to  patients.
Taken early in the onset of the disease, it minimizes the
symptoms’ severity.

Dr. Jay Bhattacharya a professor at the Stanford University
School  of  Medicine:  “That’s  what  this  is,  right?  This  is
FUBAR.” His defiance of the COVID hysteria has resulted in
being smeared at Stanford University by the fanatics that
infest every university in North America.

Dr. Rand Paul, a U.S. senator and critic of the alternating
advice from Dr. Fauci (who has not treated a single patient)
posted a video in YouTube. “Saying cloth masks work, when they
don’t, actually risks lives, as someone may choose to care for
a loved one with COVID while only wearing a cloth mask. This
is  not  only  bad  advice  but  also  potentially  deadly
misinformation. Most of the masks you get over the counter
don’t work. They don’t prevent infection.” Sen. Paul’s video
was censored by the ideological-driven YouTube, not the only
person to have it happen to him. He considered the censoring
“a badge of honor.” Others have been censored by YouTube.

Another doctor who has been censored for contradicting the
Covidians’ dogma is Robert Malone, this time by the equally
ideological-driven  Twitter.  “We  all  knew  it  would  happen
eventually.” It was followed up by YouTube censorship. He has
been one of several persons who have pointed out that forcing
people to undergo the defective vaccines violate the Nuremberg
Code and who has stated that natural immunity is better than
the vaccines. “Think twice before you vaccinate your kids.
Because if something bad happens, you can’t go back and say,
‘whoops, I want a do-over,’” stating that the vaccine can
cause  permanent  damage.  He  has  called  the  irrational
atmosphere  over  COVID,  vaccines,  masks,  conformity  “Mass
Formation  Psychosis.”  Sen.  Elizabeth  Warren  –  famous  for
shamelessly  claiming  to  be  a  Native  American  in  order  to
obtain the benefits that come with the label – asked Amazon to



remove (i.e., censor) Malone’s book from inventory so people
would not be exposed to it. So I bought a copy.

Dr. Scott Jensen, a family physician, received a notification
from the Minnesota Board of Medical Practice. For the fifth
time in a year and a half he was investigated for retaliation
in proscribing ivermectin to COVID patients and for committing
heresy  by  making  statements  that  contradict  the  official
dogma.  Much  worse,  Jensen  had  submitted  an  affidavit
requesting a temporary restraining order before the vaccines
were given to adolescents.

Dr. Meryl Nass, a Maine doctor of 41 years, had her medical
license  suspended  the  Board  of  Licensure  in  Medicine  for
“spreading COVID misinformation” and treating COVID patients
with ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine. “There is no legal
mechanism  by  which  they  can  strip  certification,”  for
“spreading misinformation,” Nass said. In true Soviet fashion,
she was ordered to undergo psychiatric examination for her
heresy.

The Maine Board of Osteopathic Licensure decided to suspend
the license of Dr. Paul Gosselin for “spreading misinformation
regarding COVID-19.”

Dr. Angelique Coetzee: “And let me be clear: nothing I have
seen about this new [Omicron] variant warrants the extreme
action the UK government has taken in response to it. No one
here in South Africa is known to have been hospitalized with
the  Omicron  variant,  nor  is  anyone  here  believed  to  have
fallen seriously ill with it. Yet Britain and other European
nations have reacted with heavy travel restrictions on flights
from across southern Africa, as well as imposing tighter rules
at home on mask-wearing, fines and extended quarantines.”

Dr. Alina Chan, a postdoctoral researcher at MIT and Harvard
University, was called “a race traitor” and accused of racism
for investigating the possibility of COVID-19 leaking from a



Wuhan, China, lab. “We could possibly have a future where only
lab outbreaks in white-people countries can be investigated,
whereas anything that comes from parts of Asia or Africa or
South  America  cannot  be  investigated  because  it  would  be
racist or anti-scientific,” Chan said. “That’s crazy.”

Physician assistant at United Memorial Medical Center in New
York, Deborah Conrad, stated that when she saw a flood of
COVID-19 vaccine side effects in the emergency room, she was
ordered not to report them to VAERS, the U.S. government’s
official Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System.

Dr. Aaron Kheriaty, Medical Ethics Program at UCI Health, was
fired  from  the  University  of  California  Irvine  School  of
Medicine for being ethical in arguing that natural immunity
puts people in a similar, or better, health than a vaccine
against COVID-19, and, for refusing to be vaccinated. “Once I
challenged  one  of  their  policies,  I  immediately  became  a
‘threat to the health and safety of the community.’ No amount
of empirical evidence about natural immunity or vaccine safety
and efficacy mattered at all. The university’s leadership was
not interested in scientific debate or ethical deliberation.
In an effort to pressure me to resign, they wanted to restrict
my ability to earn an income not only at the university but
outside the university as well. It was dizzying and at times
surreal.” In social media, Kheriaty further observed that,
“Those consumed by fear cannot tolerate those who are not
afraid.” He later went on to describe the near-totalitarian
state of medicine in California when it comes to COVID.

Dr. Clive Dix, former chairman of UK’s Vaccines Taskforce:
“The Omicron variant is a relatively mild virus. And to just
keep vaccinating people and thinking of doing it again to
protect the population is, in my view, now a waste of time.”

Dr. Roger Hodkinson: “The bottom line is simply this: There is
utterly unfounded public hysteria driven by the media and
politicians. It’s outrageous. This is the greatest hoax ever



perpetrated on an unsuspecting public. This is not Ebola. It’s
not SARS. It’s politics playing medicine and that’s a very
dangerous  game.  Masks  are  utterly  useless.  There  is  no
evidence base for their effectiveness whatsoever. Paper masks
and fabric masks are simply virtue-signaling.”

Dr.  Mary  Bowden  had  her  privileges  revoked  by  Houston
Methodist hospital and suspended for thoughtcrime, that is,
“spreading dangerous misinformation,” namely, her support of
ivermectin and opposition to vaccine mandates. She is suing
the hospital.

French doctors burned their medical diplomas in protest over
being suspended without pay for refusing to take the vaccine.
There was even less media coverage than usual.

Dr. Martin Kulldorff: “But Sweden decided to keep daycare and
schools open for all children ages 1 to 15. And there are 1.8
million such children who got through the first wave without
vaccines,  of  course,  without  masks,  without  any  sort  of
distancing in schools. If a child was sick, they were told to
stay home. But that was basically it. And you know how many of
those 1.8 million children died from COVID? Zero. Only a few
hospitalizations.  So,  this  is  not  a  risky  disease  for
children.”

Baylor University Medical Center fired Dr. Peter McCullough.
Texas A&M College of Medicine and Texas Christian University
and the University of North Texas Health Science Center School
of Medicine cut ties with him for his comments about the
experimental vaccines, and, for using hydroxychloroquine and
ivermectin  in  the  early  treatment  of  COVID.  “I’ve  been
stripped  of  every  title  that  I’ve  ever  had  in  that
institution. I’ve received a threat letter from the American
College of Physicians, [and] a threat letter from the American
Board.”  He  opposes  vaccinating  healthy  children  and  has
bewailed the fact that pre-hospitalization cures have been
bypassed  in  favor  of  vaccines.  Recently,  McCullough  has



pointed out that since the vaccines have demonstrably failed
to spread the Wuhan virus, the mandates should end. Dr. Anuj
Malik  at  Ascension  St.  John  referred  to  Dr.  McCullough’s
statements as “politically motivated, ideological speech by a
modern-day quack.”

Dr. Martin Makary wrote, “But given the case-report level
rarity of a healthy child dying of COVID-19, I would not
recommend a two-dose vaccine regimen for a healthy child ages
0 to 12 years until we have more data.”

Dr. Motherico Fedes: “There is a world war going on, only no
one realizes it is one because it is being carried out under
the guise of righteousness and science. Never before has the
term  science  been  misused  and  tarnished  on  such  a  global
scale.”

Dr. Adam Aneevit: “So if you still need a booster after been
fully vaccinated, and testing after been fully vaccinated, and
hospitalization  after  being  fully  vaccinated,  and  masks,
social  distancing  and  lockdowns  all  after  been  fully
vaccinated? Then it’s time that you’ve been FULLY conned.”

Dr. Blaise Edwards: “Those physicians who are authoritatively
forcing the shot on all patients have blood on their hands.
They should know better, especially regarding pregnant women
and children. Regarding the pediatric population, there is
basically zero chance an otherwise healthy child could die of
COVID, so why are we exposing the entire pediatric population
to a potentially life-threatening jab? It is outrageous for a
physician  to  recommend  these  jabs  to  otherwise  healthy
children.”

In Austria, Dr. Andreas Sönnichsen penned a letter signed by
200 doctors against the vaccine. “The blanket declaration by
the Austrian medical association, by politicians and the media
that the vaccine is ‘safe,’ has proven to be unscientific
propaganda.”  He  further  stated  that  “98%  of  people  who



contract severe forms of COVID-19 show at least one relevant
pre-existing condition.” In retaliation for stating scientific
facts, he was fired from the Department of General and Family
Medicine at the Center for Public Health in Vienna. Andreas
Huss, chairman of the ÖKG, Austria’s public health insurance
fund  threatened  him  with  prison.  Dr.  Thomas  Szekeres,
president of the Austrian Medical Association, also threatened
the signatories. Sönnichsen responded, assuring him that they
“will not be intimidated by you or any other health official
with a similar mindset.”

In Austria, Dr. Johann Missliwetz: “Physicians who contradict
the mainstream opinion face fines of up to 36,340 euros, the
destructive ban on practicing medicine, and on top of that
their deletion from the doctors’ registry.”

Dr. Cameron Kyle-Slidell, in April 2020, went to social media
to express his concerns that intubation was doing more harm to
patients and made no sense in treating the virus’ symptoms.
Here it is 2022, and intubation is still being employed in
hospitals with fatal results.

Dr. Eric Saunders was fired from Valley Hospital in Ridgewood,
New Jersey, for refusing to take the dangerous vaccine. Nicole
Fanelli  a  mammography  technologist  was  fired  from  Crozer
Health in Pennsylvania for the same reason. The same with
Nicole Thibodeau, a registered nurse case manager for Beth
Israel  Lahey  Health.  Also,  Trudiann  Edmondson,  a  remote
patient  care  coordinator,  from  Northwell  Health.  Loni
Thalheimer, a nurse, was also fired for refusal to submit. She
stated, “About two, three months into the community having
full access to vaccines, I started seeing A LOT of people
coming  in  for  MRIs  for  idiopathic  seizures,  migraines,
dyskinesias, paresthesias, and even comas. I stated we are
seeing a rise in weird, abnormal things happening in healthy
people, and everyone refused to answer me. If we are in a
clinical trial, why are we not required to be collecting data?
I was baffled.”



Maryland  Rep.  Dr.  Rep.  Andy  Harris  is  having  his  license
investigated  because  he  prescribed  ivermectin  to  patients
instead of ramming a tube down their lungs (India ended the
COVID pandemic as early as the start of summer 2021 through
the use of ivermectin).

In Quebec, over 100 doctors, nurses and other health care
individuals  held  a  protest  against  the  insane  “vaccine
passport.” Elsewhere in Canada, Dr. Daniel Nagase used his
medical judgment to prescribe ivermectin to three patients who
were at death’s door. They got better. Then, the staff took
away the lifesaving medication and Nagase was fired. “There is
something malicious going on. I hope you can all see the
bigger picture. This is more than me having all my assignments
to take care of small communities cancelled for the rest of
the  year.  This  is  more  than  the  medical  director,  Dr.
Fraincois  Belanger,  banning  me  from  hospital  practice
throughout  all  of  Alberta.”

An  undercover  operation  recorded  persons  working  in  a
pharmaceutical  company  saying  that  children  do  not  need
vaccines and should not get it. As usual, this was ignored by
the propaganda outlets. John Soriano was an executive at a
pharmaceutical company who resigned in protest for coercing
its  employees  to  take  the  vaccine  (he  did  so  willingly),
thereby  forfeiting  millions  of  dollars,  “because  I  cannot
support such an immoral, anti-science show of force.” His
narrative is well worth a read.

An  unidentified  doctor  made  a  video  of  experiments
demonstrating that face masks are useless in preventing the
transmission of a virus.

Dr. Ted Noel writes, “The CDC and FDA are totally invested in
expensive  vaccines  that  cause  myocarditis,  strokes,
miscarriages,  and  other  major  complications”  whereas
“Ivermectin, [is] an incredibly inexpensive drug with very
little toxicity.” One cannot help but wonder why, indeed, is



there  a  dogmatic  refusal  to  consider  ivermectin  and/or
hydroxychloroquine if they have been found to save people’s
lives and have no side effects, nothing near like the untested
gene therapy “vaccines.” And why is the media desperately
being silent on this?

Novant Health, a North Carolina-based hospital system fired
175  health  care  workers  for  their  refusal  to  take  the
dangerous vaccine. Indiana University Health fired 125 staff
members  for  the  same  reason.  So  many  health  care  workers
refuse to engage in Russian roulette with their health that
CDC Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky said the National Guard may
have to fill in.

Dr. John P.A. Ioannidis looked at 14 countries’ records for
fatality due to COVID. People up to the age of 19, have
0.0027% chance to die from COVID-19, people between the age of
20-29 have 0.014% change to die, those between 60-69 with a
risk of 0.59% to die. He has warned of this “once-in-a-century
evidence fiasco.” By going against the official dogma, Dr.
David Gorski bemoaned the fact that Ioannidis is no longer his
hero.

Dr. Mollie James, an ICU Doctor in New York City: “Never in my
lifetime have I seen medicine so politicized, where individual
treatments are banned because of who is promoting them. It’s a
scary time to be a healthcare professional, and the public
needs to know how bad things are getting. Your healthcare is
being guided by political demands, not by what will lead to
the best individual healthcare outcomes.”

What is just as bad is that science is being sabotaged by
suppressing data: “We are being pressured to vaccinate, and we
see the large number of vaccine complications in our ICU’s and
ER’s that are going unreported. Doctors are afraid to report
all of these vaccine complications even though we are clearly
seeing them. I would estimate 30% of the ICU patients in NYC
are from vaccine complications but nobody wants to talk about



that. They get coded as something else or they will ignore the
fact an otherwise healthy person had a heart attack or stroke
within 48 hours of receiving the vaccine.”

There is a very good reason why it takes many years to produce
a new vaccine or medicine. Can you say “thalidomide”?

Dr. Daniel Stock spoke at Mt. Vernon School Board Meeting and
explained the nature of airborne pathogens such as covid; he
recommended the use of hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin, and
he  damned  the  CDC  and  NIH  as  being  anti-scientific.  This
energetic delivery was promptly censored by YouTube. Before it
was  taken  down,  the  video  went  viral  and  consequently,  a
number of internet media outlets pounced and classified his
statements as “disinformation.”

There have been a lot of asinine and immoral decisions made
regarding the disease. Racism has been instituted in a number
of  cities  when  it  comes  to  treatment  of  covid.  Dr.  Joel
Zinberg,  at  the  Icahn  School  of  Medicine  at  Mount  Sinai
blasted New York City’s leftist bureaucrats’ decision to give
preference to who are “Black, Indigenous, and People of Color”
and relegate whites to the end of the line. “These directives
are immoral, illegal and bear no relation to the science.”

Dr. Deborah Birx: “There is nothing from the CDC that I can
trust.” The CDC has been inflating both mortality rates and
number of cases by 25% or more.

Dr. Thomas T. Siler wrote what had been learned 18 months into
the pandemic that journalists insisted would kill 2 to 11
million people in the United States alone: 1) Globally, the
survival rate for COVID-19 is 99.8%. 2) Herd immunity for the
alpha strain is here. 3) The average age of death from COVID
is  78.  4)  Early  outpatient  treatment  should  be  adopted
immediately for COVID-19. Hydroxychloroquine works. Ivermectin
works. It has been estimated 85% of COVID-19 deaths could have
been prevented were these medicines used early. 5) Children



are safe from COVID-19 and don’t spread the virus either. 6)
Sweden did not have a lockdown or mask mandate and did better
with cases and deaths than many countries. 7) Persons who have
had  COVID-19  infection  have  a  robust  and  long-lasting
immunity. 8) There is very little, if any, spread of COVID-19
from asymptomatic persons. 9) The death rate nationally for
COVID-19 has been going down since January 2021. “Breathless
‘news’ reporters talk about cases, hospital occupation, and
contagiousness but never mention the death decline.”

Dr. Jessica Rose and Peter McCullough analyzed VAERS data. She
found that the yearly number of reported adverse effects had
skyrocketed.  There  were  over  11,000  heart  attacks,  13,000
cases of Bell’s palsy, over 25,000 cases of myocarditis or
pericarditis and more than 21,000 deaths. They were vaccine
related. The analysis was published in a scientific journal.
And then it was promptly censored. Without explanation. The
paper can be viewed in samizdat-internet.

When Dr. Charles Hoffe warned that the mRNA “vaccine” is very
dangerous, which causes blood clots and myocarditis and may
kill people, based on what he was witnessing in a hospital and
private practice, he was issued a gag order against speaking
out on behalf of his patients. By contrast, no one in the
community  died  or  became  permanently  disabled  due  to  the
COVID-19  virus.  Hoffe  did  not,  and  was  punished  by  being
removed from the hospital. He is unrepentant, saying the loss
of income is “the price of advocating for the safety of my
patients.”

The Association of American Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS)
issued a statement in April 2021 that vaccines cause blood
clots.  Here  it  is  February  2022  and  the  authorities  are
offering the vaccines and the media hivemind (New York Times,
Washington Post, NPR, Boston Globe, The Guardian, San Antonio
Express-News, ABC, NBC, CNN, MSNBC, CBC, CBS, BBC, and their
subsidiaries,  etc.)  on  a  daily  basis  is  urging  everyone,
including children, to get the experimental concoction and



demonizing anyone who refuses or objects. The media is truly
the enemy of the people. On so many levels.

Dr. Bryam Bridle: “We thought the spike protein was a great
target antigen, we never knew the spike protein itself was a
toxin and was a pathogenic protein. So by vaccinating people
we are inadvertently inoculating them with a toxin. Once in
circulation, the spike protein can attach to specific ACE2
receptors that are on blood platelets and the cells that line
blood vessels. When that happens it can do one of two things:
it can either cause platelets to clump, and that can lead to
clotting.  That’s  exactly  why  we’ve  been  seeing  clotting
disorders  associated  with  vaccines.  It  can  also  lead  to
bleeding.”

Washington  Medical  Commission  revoked  Physician  Assistant
Scott  Miller’s  medical  license.  For  one  thing,  he  was
advocating the use of ivermectin and the discarding of face
masks.

Dr. John Witcher, at the Baptist Memorial Hospital in Yazoo
City, was removed from treating patients for making a medical
decision in taking them off Remdesivir, and allowing them to
use ivermectin.

UK’s Dr. Andrew Bostom took a look at the statistics and
concluded that the chances of a child under the age of 15
being struck by lightning are four times than of dying from
the covid virus.

18 months into the pandemic panic, Dr. Vinay Prasad stated
that children are much less vulnerable to the illness and that
the forced wearing of face masks may cause harm to them,
noting in passing, “the issue has been transformed into a
right-left  political  battle.”  The  fanatical  Covidians’
pretense  of  caring  for  children’s  health  rings  hollow:
Children are practically immune to covid – in spite of what
the propaganda outlets scream out – and they know it. On the



other hand, kids have suffered because of masks and being away
from schools. Proof of this is that our overlords discard
their face masks once the cameras are out of sight.

Lastly, Israel’s Dr. Yoram Lass: “It is the first epidemic in
history which is accompanied by another epidemic – the virus
of  the  social  networks.  These  new  media  have  brainwashed
entire populations.” And: “Mortality due to coronavirus is a
fake number. Most people are not dying from coronavirus. Those
recording deaths simply change the label. If patients died
from  leukemia,  from  metastatic  cancer,  from  cardiovascular
disease or from dementia, they put coronavirus.”

Unfortunately, due to lack of space, I have left out other
physicians, the numerous nurses, as well as regular people who
may not have a medical degree but can think for themselves
with impeccable logic (e.g., “If your shot works, why should I
take one? If your shot doesn’t work, why should I take one?”
“Of course all scientists agree when you censor the ones who
don’t” “Imagine a vaccine so safe you have to be threatened to
take it for a disease so deadly you have to be tested to know
you have it!!”).

When this farce finally ends, heads will roll.

“Cowardice asks the question, is it safe? Expediency asks the
question,  is  it  politic?  Vanity  asks  the  question,  is  it
popular? But conscience asks the question, is it right? And
there comes a time when one must take a position that is
neither safe, nor politic, nor popular, but one must take it
because it is right.”  —Martin Luther King

Doesn’t it strike anyone as being in the least bit odd that
those health care workers (physicians, nurses, researchers)
who  have  gone  against  the  current  –  as  voiced  by  the
politicians, the network news and the CDC – regarding the
morbidity of COVID and/or the treatment against the virus,
have been subjected to a torrent of insults, to censorship,



and even loss of jobs and/or certification – simply for doing
what health care workers have done throughout the centuries,
that  is,  giving  their  professional  opinions?  Meantime,  on
seeing  the  internet  mob  go  after  their  colleagues,  other
health care professionals have cowardly chosen to remain quiet
and let the grotesque COVID farce play out.

Since when is punishment the reaction to a doctor giving a
medical opinion?

Along  the  same  lines,  has  no  one  noticed  that  both  the
analysis, the prognosis, and the treatment regarding the virus
has been a total fiasco?

One cannot also help but be angry over the intense attacks at
doctors and nurses who are carrying out their professional
duty by disagreeing with the official dogma. What a contrast
from the start of the epidemic in early 2020 when they were
justly called heroes, when the lockdown citizens of Paris,
Rome, Barcelona and elsewhere for weeks would go out at night
on their balconies and applaud, and shout praise and songs of
gratitude  and  admiration  for  their  doctors  and  nurses  in
hospitals, many of whom were dying doing their duty!

Unless I am mistaken, I believe that this is the first time in
history that so many doctors and nurses have been threatened,
persecuted, censored and tormented for doing their job, or for
rendering a professional judgment. This contemptible behavior
has  been  by  leftist  hysterics,  by  journalists,  by  latte-
sipping cocaine-snorting celebrities and, incredibly, even by
some of their peers. Throughout, these Covidian tormentors and
slanderers – most of whom could not tell you the difference
between apoptosis and dendrites, but posturing as if they had
medical knowledge have been screaming – literally screaming –
against “disinformation” and “misinformation” being voiced by
dissenters being circulated in today’s samizdat, the internet.
Throughout, they have painted the dissidents as “ignorant,”
“dangerous,” “reckless,” “fascists,” “racists,” rarely stating



that  the  dissenters  were  health  care  professionals.  They
deliberately gave the impression that the unnamed dissenters
were  a  bunch  of  uneducated  yahoos  while  they  were
intellectually and morally superior. (In reality, it appears
that the group of people most likely to be hesitant in getting
a vaccine is one with Ph.Ds.).

And, throughout the pandemic of propaganda, the ones who have
been shouting, “Follow the Science!” loudest in the past few
years  like  NPCs  are  the  most  anti-scientific  cohort.  One
cannot help but be angry again over the misrepresentation of
science by these buffoons. Even Aaron Rodgers, a football
player,  knows  this  when  he  said,  “If  science  can’t  be
questioned  it’s  not  science  anymore,  it’s  propaganda,  and
that’s the truth.” No true scientist has ever said that “the
science is settled,” or “don’t question the science” on any
topic. Not since the Creationists’ antics has anyone dragged
the name of science through the mud.

The irony is that it is the dissenters, whether they be the
nurses, the doctors, the researchers and even some of the
laymen, are the ones who have been doing the real science.

Early in the beginning of the panic pandemic, I wrote that the
overreaction  to  the  disease  simply  did  not  make  sense.
Something  didn’t  add  up.  Here,  I  digress  momentarily:  in
scientific experiments, studies and trials, it is a standard
procedure to have a representative sample of the population at
large to determine the effect/prevalence of x. Obviously, a
pathogen cannot be given to healthy people. However, in early
2020  the  passengers  and  crew  in  a  cruise  ship  in  Asia
contracted  the  Wuhan  virus  and  they  were  not  allowed  to
disembark anywhere. I said representative, but the passengers
were not representative of the population in so far as they
were mostly geriatrics. So, the cruise ship should have been a
floating coffin. Yet, out of out of 3,711 passengers, only
seven died (301 infected had symptoms, 318 had no symptoms).



By early summer 2020, it was patently obvious to any rational
person  that  there  had  been  an  overreaction  and  many  were
openly questioning the logic of the measures being taken,
particularly the drastic “temporary” lockdowns “to flatten the
curve,” which were modeled after the authoritarian Chinese
government’s reaction. Nonetheless, the panic was being fanned
by the politicians and the media hivemind, embraced by the
gullible, some of whom proclaimed it as the Black Death. Since
then, the dissidents have steadily increased over time – as
has the scorn and attacks leveled on them.

Note: the Pfizer and Moderna injections are not vaccines.
Vaccines introduce an inert pathogen into the body in order to
create  antibodies.  What  passes  for  “vaccines”  are  gene
therapy. But for the sake of a flowing narrative, they will be
referred to as “vaccines” in this article.

Far from being yahoos, the physicians have been deliberately
ignored, or conversely demonized, by the propaganda outlets
and  censored  in  various  social  media.  It  is  important  to
emphasize  all  of  these  physicians  made  their  declarations
based  on  their  firsthand  clinical  experience  or  published
medical research. I will now cite them and their statements on
covid, masks, lockdowns, morbidity, and vaccines, one by one,
precisely because they have been censored, and because of the
repercussions they have endured.

Throughout, keep in mind that the survival rate for covid is
99.95%, regardless of the impression that the media gives.

Early,  in  the  beginning  of  the  epidemic,  Prof.  Hendrik
Streeck,  director  of  the  Institute  of  Virology  at  the
University Hospital in Germany, said COVID-19 did not spread
as easily as people were told.

Dr.  Steven  LaTulippe’s  license  was  revoked  by  the  Oregon
Medical Board over his refusal to wear a face mask.

Dr. Ramin Oskoui: “Herd Immunity is how all pandemics end.



Whether it’s induced by the use of vaccine or not. Under the
age of 60 this virus acts as a prototype of the coronavirus
vaccine. It makes you a little bit ill and you move on.” And:
“The reality is never in human history have we locked down a
whole society. You quarantine the sick. You quarantine the
vulnerable. You don’t shut down the whole country. What he
[Fauci]  is  suggesting  is  scientifically  antithetical  and
unsubstantiated. I’m shocked that this man has any sort of
podium anymore. He’s been wrong so many times.”

Drs. William Briggs and Jay Richard: “We’re dealing with a
fairly  unremarkable  coronavirus  or  infectious  agent.  It’s
real. It kills people. We’re not denying that, but it’s fairly
unremarkable,  historically.”  In  their  book,  “The  Price  of
Panic,” they reveal that a teenage girl came up with the 6-
foot social distance idea, adopted – against the advice of an
epidemiologist. (Scott Gottlieb, the former commissioner of
the FDA, admitted the social distance idea was “arbitrary in
and of itself,” noting that “nobody knows where it came from.”
It  would  be  more  interesting  to  learn  how  it  became
automatically  accepted.)

Several  doctors  attended  the  “White  Coat  Summit”  in
Washington,  D.C.,  to  dispel  the  misinformation  and  myths
surrounding the coronavirus. For attending this meeting, and
for advocating the use of the drug hydroxychloroquine as a
cure, Dr. Simone Gold was fired from her position after 20
years  as  an  emergency  room  physician  in  two  hospitals.
Squarespace, which had originally posted the summit, censored
it. One year later, another White Coat Summit was held (it was
noted that, incredibly, no autopsies had been performed). When
you  view  the  summit,  notice  the  calm  deliberation  of  the
message, which contrasts with the usual hysterical reporting
in the propagandistic television networks and radio that are
still going. Later, Dr. Gold was visited by a SWAT team with
weapons drawn, who broke down her door.

Dr. Dan Erickson and Dr. Artin Massihi held a local press



conference in California to discuss some of the anomalies that
they had witnessed and experienced regarding the disease and
the government’s reaction to it. “Something else is going on,”
they said, which has nothing to do with COVID. Their calm
presentation of the facts and their skepticism of the official
dogma and measures taken was a welcomed one, but some of the
journalists’ tone of voice were hostile. At any rate, the
video  was  uploaded  to  YouTube  and  there  was  an  immediate
frantic censoring of it, whereupon someone else would upload
it again. This went on several times and it resembled the
arcade game of Whack-A-Mole. The video went viral, anyway,
ultimately finding a safe place elsewhere. Many months later,
the original video was allowed to resurface in YouTube. The
Washington Post attacked their reasoning and facts and upheld
the official dogma.

In May 2020, more than 500 doctors urged the president to end
the lockdowns. Here it is in 2022 and various cities, states
and countries are still enforcing lockdowns. Australia, in
particular, has become a gigantic prison. The doctors, the
science, have been ignored by the political authoritarians and
their propaganda outlets.

Dr. Marc Siegel stated, “We’re going to end up seeing a lot
more people die from the after effects from this virus than
from the virus itself if we don’t end the lockdowns now.”

Dr. Mike deBoisblank at John Muir Medical Center called for an
end to the lockdowns. In one month, he saw a year’s number of
suicides as a result of the lockdowns.

“My name is Dr. Jeff Barke and I’m here representing thousands
of  physicians  across  the  country  whose  voices  are  being
silenced because we don’t agree with the mainstream media and
the experts who are telling us what to do. Never in the
history  of  this  great  republic  have  we  quarantined  the
healthy. Never in the history of this great republic did we
tell churchgoers that it’s illegal for you to exercise your



First Amendment right of freedom of religion, yet at the same
time it’s essential to keep pot dispensaries open.”

Dr. Scott Atlas has been one of the most outspoken, fearless,
dissidents. He would often agree to be interviewed on Fox News
simply  because  all  of  the  other  networks  and  newspapers
actively turned their backs on him, and Twitter and YouTube
censored him. Atlas criticized lockdowns and reported that two
thirds of COVID-related deaths had six co-morbidities, and
hospitalized  children  may  have  had  COVID,  but  were  not
hospitalized because of COVID. He pointed out that there was
no scientific basis for closing schools, “It’s inexplicable to
not open the schools,” said Atlas. “It’s completely contrary
to  the  data  to  keep  the  schools  closed,  it’s  counter  to
science, it’s almost on the border of absurd to require a
limit in the schools.”

Atlas also brought up something that others have pointed out,
namely that science had become politicized: “The United States
is bizarrely denying the science,” adding that the country is
“denying  fact  and  this  shows  really  an  indictment  of  the
public  health  leadership  of  this  country.”  Vaccinating
children for COVID is immoral. He has further stated that he
was surprised that Fauci was not fired for incompetence. His
book is very revealing.

In Europe, 640 doctors joined to produce a video putting forth
the proposition that the COVID pandemic is a deliberate global
scam. YouTube promptly censored the video out of existence.

From early on, Dr. Brian C. Joondeph repeatedly lambasted the
media  for  its  panic  mongering  through  the  deliberate
falsifying  medical  facts.  In  other  words,  for  spreading
misinformation while bemoaning misinformation (i.e., anything
that contradicts the official dogma).

Dr. Harald Walach and colleagues published a research paper in
the prestigious JAMA, wherein they concluded that prolonged



use of masks by children was harmful rather than beneficial.
JAMA’s  Dr.  Dmitri  Christakis  and  Dr.  Phil  Fontanarosa
subsequently removed the research paper. (But why not do a
replication?)

Dr. Sunetra Gupta: “From the Sunday Times to The Guardian,
senior MPs to Owen Jones, commentators have been lining up for
months to pour scorn on my analysis.”

Nobel Prize-winning Michael Levitt was scheduled to be the
keynote  speaker  at  the  International  BioDesign  Research
Conference.  He  was  uninvited  for  having  signed  The  Great
Barrington Declaration and speaking out against the lockdowns.
In  true  Orwellian  fashion,  his  name  disappeared  from  the
program. And speaking of The Great Barrington Declaration,
more than 916,000 scientists and physicians have signed it
(all  of  them  ignorant,  uneducated,  irresponsible  fools,
according  to  the  propaganda  outlets  and  the  authoritarian
politicians).  And  if  you  have  not  heard  of  The  Great
Barrington  Declaration,  ask  yourself  …  why  not?

Yale epidemiologist Dr. Harvey Risch has stated, “Overall, I’d
say that we’ve had a pandemic of fear. And fear has affected
almost  everybody,  whereas  the  infection  has  affected
relatively  few.  By  and  large,  it’s  been  a  very  selected
pandemic, and predictable. It was very distinguished between
young versus old, healthy versus chronic disease people. So,
we quickly learned who was at risk for the pandemic and who
wasn’t. However, the fear was manufactured for everybody.”

Florida’s Surgeon General Dr. Joseph Ladapo stated, “I want
you guys to step back for a moment from what you hear, sort of
constantly, on TV, and just very briefly in terms of the data
that supports mask use in kids and mandates for masks in kids,
it is very weak, and that’s a fact. The data do not support
any  clinical  benefit  for  children  in  schools  with  mask
mandates.  The  highest-quality  data  find  no  evidence  of
benefit.”



Dr. Scott C. Miller’s license was suspended by the Washington
Medical  Commission  for  prescribing  ivermectin  to  patients.
Taken early in the onset of the disease, it minimizes the
symptoms’ severity.

Dr. Jay Bhattacharya a professor at the Stanford University
School  of  Medicine:  “That’s  what  this  is,  right?  This  is
FUBAR.” His defiance of the COVID hysteria has resulted in
being smeared at Stanford University by the fanatics that
infest every university in North America.

Dr. Rand Paul, a U.S. senator and critic of the alternating
advice from Dr. Fauci (who has not treated a single patient)
posted a video in YouTube. “Saying cloth masks work, when they
don’t, actually risks lives, as someone may choose to care for
a loved one with COVID while only wearing a cloth mask. This
is  not  only  bad  advice  but  also  potentially  deadly
misinformation. Most of the masks you get over the counter
don’t work. They don’t prevent infection.” Sen. Paul’s video
was censored by the ideological-driven YouTube, not the only
person to have it happen to him. He considered the censoring
“a badge of honor.” Others have been censored by YouTube.

Another doctor who has been censored for contradicting the
Covidians’ dogma is Robert Malone, this time by the equally
ideological-driven  Twitter.  “We  all  knew  it  would  happen
eventually.” It was followed up by YouTube censorship. He has
been one of several persons who have pointed out that forcing
people to undergo the defective vaccines violate the Nuremberg
Code and who has stated that natural immunity is better than
the vaccines. “Think twice before you vaccinate your kids.
Because if something bad happens, you can’t go back and say,
‘whoops, I want a do-over,’” stating that the vaccine can
cause  permanent  damage.  He  has  called  the  irrational
atmosphere  over  COVID,  vaccines,  masks,  conformity  “Mass
Formation  Psychosis.”  Sen.  Elizabeth  Warren  –  famous  for
shamelessly  claiming  to  be  a  Native  American  in  order  to
obtain the benefits that come with the label – asked Amazon to



remove (i.e., censor) Malone’s book from inventory so people
would not be exposed to it. So I bought a copy.

Dr. Scott Jensen, a family physician, received a notification
from the Minnesota Board of Medical Practice. For the fifth
time in a year and a half he was investigated for retaliation
in proscribing ivermectin to COVID patients and for committing
heresy  by  making  statements  that  contradict  the  official
dogma.  Much  worse,  Jensen  had  submitted  an  affidavit
requesting a temporary restraining order before the vaccines
were given to adolescents.

Dr. Meryl Nass, a Maine doctor of 41 years, had her medical
license  suspended  the  Board  of  Licensure  in  Medicine  for
“spreading COVID misinformation” and treating COVID patients
with ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine. “There is no legal
mechanism  by  which  they  can  strip  certification,”  for
“spreading misinformation,” Nass said. In true Soviet fashion,
she was ordered to undergo psychiatric examination for her
heresy.

The Maine Board of Osteopathic Licensure decided to suspend
the license of Dr. Paul Gosselin for “spreading misinformation
regarding COVID-19.”

Dr. Angelique Coetzee: “And let me be clear: nothing I have
seen about this new [Omicron] variant warrants the extreme
action the UK government has taken in response to it. No one
here in South Africa is known to have been hospitalized with
the  Omicron  variant,  nor  is  anyone  here  believed  to  have
fallen seriously ill with it. Yet Britain and other European
nations have reacted with heavy travel restrictions on flights
from across southern Africa, as well as imposing tighter rules
at home on mask-wearing, fines and extended quarantines.”

Dr. Alina Chan, a postdoctoral researcher at MIT and Harvard
University, was called “a race traitor” and accused of racism
for investigating the possibility of COVID-19 leaking from a



Wuhan, China, lab. “We could possibly have a future where only
lab outbreaks in white-people countries can be investigated,
whereas anything that comes from parts of Asia or Africa or
South  America  cannot  be  investigated  because  it  would  be
racist or anti-scientific,” Chan said. “That’s crazy.”

Physician assistant at United Memorial Medical Center in New
York, Deborah Conrad, stated that when she saw a flood of
COVID-19 vaccine side effects in the emergency room, she was
ordered not to report them to VAERS, the U.S. government’s
official Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System.

Dr. Aaron Kheriaty, Medical Ethics Program at UCI Health, was
fired  from  the  University  of  California  Irvine  School  of
Medicine for being ethical in arguing that natural immunity
puts people in a similar, or better, health than a vaccine
against COVID-19, and, for refusing to be vaccinated. “Once I
challenged  one  of  their  policies,  I  immediately  became  a
‘threat to the health and safety of the community.’ No amount
of empirical evidence about natural immunity or vaccine safety
and efficacy mattered at all. The university’s leadership was
not interested in scientific debate or ethical deliberation.
In an effort to pressure me to resign, they wanted to restrict
my ability to earn an income not only at the university but
outside the university as well. It was dizzying and at times
surreal.” In social media, Kheriaty further observed that,
“Those consumed by fear cannot tolerate those who are not
afraid.” He later went on to describe the near-totalitarian
state of medicine in California when it comes to COVID.

Dr. Clive Dix, former chairman of UK’s Vaccines Taskforce:
“The Omicron variant is a relatively mild virus. And to just
keep vaccinating people and thinking of doing it again to
protect the population is, in my view, now a waste of time.”

Dr. Roger Hodkinson: “The bottom line is simply this: There is
utterly unfounded public hysteria driven by the media and
politicians. It’s outrageous. This is the greatest hoax ever



perpetrated on an unsuspecting public. This is not Ebola. It’s
not SARS. It’s politics playing medicine and that’s a very
dangerous  game.  Masks  are  utterly  useless.  There  is  no
evidence base for their effectiveness whatsoever. Paper masks
and fabric masks are simply virtue-signaling.”

Dr.  Mary  Bowden  had  her  privileges  revoked  by  Houston
Methodist hospital and suspended for thoughtcrime, that is,
“spreading dangerous misinformation,” namely, her support of
ivermectin and opposition to vaccine mandates. She is suing
the hospital.

French doctors burned their medical diplomas in protest over
being suspended without pay for refusing to take the vaccine.
There was even less media coverage than usual.

Dr. Martin Kulldorff: “But Sweden decided to keep daycare and
schools open for all children ages 1 to 15. And there are 1.8
million such children who got through the first wave without
vaccines,  of  course,  without  masks,  without  any  sort  of
distancing in schools. If a child was sick, they were told to
stay home. But that was basically it. And you know how many of
those 1.8 million children died from COVID? Zero. Only a few
hospitalizations.  So,  this  is  not  a  risky  disease  for
children.”

Baylor University Medical Center fired Dr. Peter McCullough.
Texas A&M College of Medicine and Texas Christian University
and the University of North Texas Health Science Center School
of Medicine cut ties with him for his comments about the
experimental vaccines, and, for using hydroxychloroquine and
ivermectin  in  the  early  treatment  of  COVID.  “I’ve  been
stripped  of  every  title  that  I’ve  ever  had  in  that
institution. I’ve received a threat letter from the American
College of Physicians, [and] a threat letter from the American
Board.”  He  opposes  vaccinating  healthy  children  and  has
bewailed the fact that pre-hospitalization cures have been
bypassed  in  favor  of  vaccines.  Recently,  McCullough  has



pointed out that since the vaccines have demonstrably failed
to spread the Wuhan virus, the mandates should end. Dr. Anuj
Malik  at  Ascension  St.  John  referred  to  Dr.  McCullough’s
statements as “politically motivated, ideological speech by a
modern-day quack.”

Dr. Martin Makary wrote, “But given the case-report level
rarity of a healthy child dying of COVID-19, I would not
recommend a two-dose vaccine regimen for a healthy child ages
0 to 12 years until we have more data.”

Dr. Motherico Fedes: “There is a world war going on, only no
one realizes it is one because it is being carried out under
the guise of righteousness and science. Never before has the
term  science  been  misused  and  tarnished  on  such  a  global
scale.”

Dr. Adam Aneevit: “So if you still need a booster after been
fully vaccinated, and testing after been fully vaccinated, and
hospitalization  after  being  fully  vaccinated,  and  masks,
social  distancing  and  lockdowns  all  after  been  fully
vaccinated? Then it’s time that you’ve been FULLY conned.”

Dr. Blaise Edwards: “Those physicians who are authoritatively
forcing the shot on all patients have blood on their hands.
They should know better, especially regarding pregnant women
and children. Regarding the pediatric population, there is
basically zero chance an otherwise healthy child could die of
COVID, so why are we exposing the entire pediatric population
to a potentially life-threatening jab? It is outrageous for a
physician  to  recommend  these  jabs  to  otherwise  healthy
children.”

In Austria, Dr. Andreas Sönnichsen penned a letter signed by
200 doctors against the vaccine. “The blanket declaration by
the Austrian medical association, by politicians and the media
that the vaccine is ‘safe,’ has proven to be unscientific
propaganda.”  He  further  stated  that  “98%  of  people  who



contract severe forms of COVID-19 show at least one relevant
pre-existing condition.” In retaliation for stating scientific
facts, he was fired from the Department of General and Family
Medicine at the Center for Public Health in Vienna. Andreas
Huss, chairman of the ÖKG, Austria’s public health insurance
fund  threatened  him  with  prison.  Dr.  Thomas  Szekeres,
president of the Austrian Medical Association, also threatened
the signatories. Sönnichsen responded, assuring him that they
“will not be intimidated by you or any other health official
with a similar mindset.”

In Austria, Dr. Johann Missliwetz: “Physicians who contradict
the mainstream opinion face fines of up to 36,340 euros, the
destructive ban on practicing medicine, and on top of that
their deletion from the doctors’ registry.”

Dr. Cameron Kyle-Slidell, in April 2020, went to social media
to express his concerns that intubation was doing more harm to
patients and made no sense in treating the virus’ symptoms.
Here it is 2022, and intubation is still being employed in
hospitals with fatal results.

Dr. Eric Saunders was fired from Valley Hospital in Ridgewood,
New Jersey, for refusing to take the dangerous vaccine. Nicole
Fanelli  a  mammography  technologist  was  fired  from  Crozer
Health in Pennsylvania for the same reason. The same with
Nicole Thibodeau, a registered nurse case manager for Beth
Israel  Lahey  Health.  Also,  Trudiann  Edmondson,  a  remote
patient  care  coordinator,  from  Northwell  Health.  Loni
Thalheimer, a nurse, was also fired for refusal to submit. She
stated, “About two, three months into the community having
full access to vaccines, I started seeing A LOT of people
coming  in  for  MRIs  for  idiopathic  seizures,  migraines,
dyskinesias, paresthesias, and even comas. I stated we are
seeing a rise in weird, abnormal things happening in healthy
people, and everyone refused to answer me. If we are in a
clinical trial, why are we not required to be collecting data?
I was baffled.”



Maryland  Rep.  Dr.  Rep.  Andy  Harris  is  having  his  license
investigated  because  he  prescribed  ivermectin  to  patients
instead of ramming a tube down their lungs (India ended the
COVID pandemic as early as the start of summer 2021 through
the use of ivermectin).

In Quebec, over 100 doctors, nurses and other health care
individuals  held  a  protest  against  the  insane  “vaccine
passport.” Elsewhere in Canada, Dr. Daniel Nagase used his
medical judgment to prescribe ivermectin to three patients who
were at death’s door. They got better. Then, the staff took
away the lifesaving medication and Nagase was fired. “There is
something malicious going on. I hope you can all see the
bigger picture. This is more than me having all my assignments
to take care of small communities cancelled for the rest of
the  year.  This  is  more  than  the  medical  director,  Dr.
Fraincois  Belanger,  banning  me  from  hospital  practice
throughout  all  of  Alberta.”

An  undercover  operation  recorded  persons  working  in  a
pharmaceutical  company  saying  that  children  do  not  need
vaccines and should not get it. As usual, this was ignored by
the propaganda outlets. John Soriano was an executive at a
pharmaceutical company who resigned in protest for coercing
its  employees  to  take  the  vaccine  (he  did  so  willingly),
thereby  forfeiting  millions  of  dollars,  “because  I  cannot
support such an immoral, anti-science show of force.” His
narrative is well worth a read.

An  unidentified  doctor  made  a  video  of  experiments
demonstrating that face masks are useless in preventing the
transmission of a virus.

Dr. Ted Noel writes, “The CDC and FDA are totally invested in
expensive  vaccines  that  cause  myocarditis,  strokes,
miscarriages,  and  other  major  complications”  whereas
“Ivermectin, [is] an incredibly inexpensive drug with very
little toxicity.” One cannot help but wonder why, indeed, is



there  a  dogmatic  refusal  to  consider  ivermectin  and/or
hydroxychloroquine if they have been found to save people’s
lives and have no side effects, nothing near like the untested
gene therapy “vaccines.” And why is the media desperately
being silent on this?

Novant Health, a North Carolina-based hospital system fired
175  health  care  workers  for  their  refusal  to  take  the
dangerous vaccine. Indiana University Health fired 125 staff
members  for  the  same  reason.  So  many  health  care  workers
refuse to engage in Russian roulette with their health that
CDC Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky said the National Guard may
have to fill in.

Dr. John P.A. Ioannidis looked at 14 countries’ records for
fatality due to COVID. People up to the age of 19, have
0.0027% chance to die from COVID-19, people between the age of
20-29 have 0.014% change to die, those between 60-69 with a
risk of 0.59% to die. He has warned of this “once-in-a-century
evidence fiasco.” By going against the official dogma, Dr.
David Gorski bemoaned the fact that Ioannidis is no longer his
hero.

Dr. Mollie James, an ICU Doctor in New York City: “Never in my
lifetime have I seen medicine so politicized, where individual
treatments are banned because of who is promoting them. It’s a
scary time to be a healthcare professional, and the public
needs to know how bad things are getting. Your healthcare is
being guided by political demands, not by what will lead to
the best individual healthcare outcomes.”

What is just as bad is that science is being sabotaged by
suppressing data: “We are being pressured to vaccinate, and we
see the large number of vaccine complications in our ICU’s and
ER’s that are going unreported. Doctors are afraid to report
all of these vaccine complications even though we are clearly
seeing them. I would estimate 30% of the ICU patients in NYC
are from vaccine complications but nobody wants to talk about



that. They get coded as something else or they will ignore the
fact an otherwise healthy person had a heart attack or stroke
within 48 hours of receiving the vaccine.”

There is a very good reason why it takes many years to produce
a new vaccine or medicine. Can you say “thalidomide”?

Dr. Daniel Stock spoke at Mt. Vernon School Board Meeting and
explained the nature of airborne pathogens such as covid; he
recommended the use of hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin, and
he  damned  the  CDC  and  NIH  as  being  anti-scientific.  This
energetic delivery was promptly censored by YouTube. Before it
was  taken  down,  the  video  went  viral  and  consequently,  a
number of internet media outlets pounced and classified his
statements as “disinformation.”

There have been a lot of asinine and immoral decisions made
regarding the disease. Racism has been instituted in a number
of  cities  when  it  comes  to  treatment  of  covid.  Dr.  Joel
Zinberg,  at  the  Icahn  School  of  Medicine  at  Mount  Sinai
blasted New York City’s leftist bureaucrats’ decision to give
preference to who are “Black, Indigenous, and People of Color”
and relegate whites to the end of the line. “These directives
are immoral, illegal and bear no relation to the science.”

Dr. Deborah Birx: “There is nothing from the CDC that I can
trust.” The CDC has been inflating both mortality rates and
number of cases by 25% or more.

Dr. Thomas T. Siler wrote what had been learned 18 months into
the pandemic that journalists insisted would kill 2 to 11
million people in the United States alone: 1) Globally, the
survival rate for COVID-19 is 99.8%. 2) Herd immunity for the
alpha strain is here. 3) The average age of death from COVID
is  78.  4)  Early  outpatient  treatment  should  be  adopted
immediately for COVID-19. Hydroxychloroquine works. Ivermectin
works. It has been estimated 85% of COVID-19 deaths could have
been prevented were these medicines used early. 5) Children



are safe from COVID-19 and don’t spread the virus either. 6)
Sweden did not have a lockdown or mask mandate and did better
with cases and deaths than many countries. 7) Persons who have
had  COVID-19  infection  have  a  robust  and  long-lasting
immunity. 8) There is very little, if any, spread of COVID-19
from asymptomatic persons. 9) The death rate nationally for
COVID-19 has been going down since January 2021. “Breathless
‘news’ reporters talk about cases, hospital occupation, and
contagiousness but never mention the death decline.”

Dr. Jessica Rose and Peter McCullough analyzed VAERS data. She
found that the yearly number of reported adverse effects had
skyrocketed.  There  were  over  11,000  heart  attacks,  13,000
cases of Bell’s palsy, over 25,000 cases of myocarditis or
pericarditis and more than 21,000 deaths. They were vaccine
related. The analysis was published in a scientific journal.
And then it was promptly censored. Without explanation. The
paper can be viewed in samizdat-internet.

When Dr. Charles Hoffe warned that the mRNA “vaccine” is very
dangerous, which causes blood clots and myocarditis and may
kill people, based on what he was witnessing in a hospital and
private practice, he was issued a gag order against speaking
out on behalf of his patients. By contrast, no one in the
community  died  or  became  permanently  disabled  due  to  the
COVID-19  virus.  Hoffe  did  not,  and  was  punished  by  being
removed from the hospital. He is unrepentant, saying the loss
of income is “the price of advocating for the safety of my
patients.”

The Association of American Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS)
issued a statement in April 2021 that vaccines cause blood
clots.  Here  it  is  February  2022  and  the  authorities  are
offering the vaccines and the media hivemind (New York Times,
Washington Post, NPR, Boston Globe, The Guardian, San Antonio
Express-News, ABC, NBC, CNN, MSNBC, CBC, CBS, BBC, and their
subsidiaries,  etc.)  on  a  daily  basis  is  urging  everyone,
including children, to get the experimental concoction and



demonizing anyone who refuses or objects. The media is truly
the enemy of the people. On so many levels.

Dr. Bryam Bridle: “We thought the spike protein was a great
target antigen, we never knew the spike protein itself was a
toxin and was a pathogenic protein. So by vaccinating people
we are inadvertently inoculating them with a toxin. Once in
circulation, the spike protein can attach to specific ACE2
receptors that are on blood platelets and the cells that line
blood vessels. When that happens it can do one of two things:
it can either cause platelets to clump, and that can lead to
clotting.  That’s  exactly  why  we’ve  been  seeing  clotting
disorders  associated  with  vaccines.  It  can  also  lead  to
bleeding.”

Washington  Medical  Commission  revoked  Physician  Assistant
Scott  Miller’s  medical  license.  For  one  thing,  he  was
advocating the use of ivermectin and the discarding of face
masks.

Dr. John Witcher, at the Baptist Memorial Hospital in Yazoo
City, was removed from treating patients for making a medical
decision in taking them off Remdesivir, and allowing them to
use ivermectin.

UK’s Dr. Andrew Bostom took a look at the statistics and
concluded that the chances of a child under the age of 15
being struck by lightning are four times than of dying from
the covid virus.

18 months into the pandemic panic, Dr. Vinay Prasad stated
that children are much less vulnerable to the illness and that
the forced wearing of face masks may cause harm to them,
noting in passing, “the issue has been transformed into a
right-left  political  battle.”  The  fanatical  Covidians’
pretense  of  caring  for  children’s  health  rings  hollow:
Children are practically immune to covid – in spite of what
the propaganda outlets scream out – and they know it. On the



other hand, kids have suffered because of masks and being away
from schools. Proof of this is that our overlords discard
their face masks once the cameras are out of sight.

Lastly, Israel’s Dr. Yoram Lass: “It is the first epidemic in
history which is accompanied by another epidemic – the virus
of  the  social  networks.  These  new  media  have  brainwashed
entire populations.” And: “Mortality due to coronavirus is a
fake number. Most people are not dying from coronavirus. Those
recording deaths simply change the label. If patients died
from  leukemia,  from  metastatic  cancer,  from  cardiovascular
disease or from dementia, they put coronavirus.”

Unfortunately, due to lack of space, I have left out other
physicians, the numerous nurses, as well as regular people who
may not have a medical degree but can think for themselves
with impeccable logic (e.g., “If your shot works, why should I
take one? If your shot doesn’t work, why should I take one?”
“Of course all scientists agree when you censor the ones who
don’t” “Imagine a vaccine so safe you have to be threatened to
take it for a disease so deadly you have to be tested to know
you have it!!”).

When this farce finally ends, heads will roll.

First published in Issues and Insights in February 2022.
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